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Neural stimulation modulates the depolarization of neurons, thereby triggering

activity-associated mechanisms of neuronal plasticity. Activity-associated mechanisms

in turn play a major role in post-mitotic structure and function of adult neurons. Our

understanding of the interactions between neuronal behavior, patterns of neural activity,

and the surrounding environment is evolving at a rapid pace. Brain derived neurotrophic

factor is a critical mediator of activity-associated plasticity, while multiple immediate early

genes mediate plasticity of neurons following bouts of neural activity. New research has

uncovered genetic mechanisms that govern the expression of DNA following changes in

neural activity patterns, including RNAPII pause-release and activity-associated double

stranded breaks. Discovery of novel mechanisms governing activity-associated plasticity

of neurons hints at a layered and complex molecular control of neuronal response

to depolarization. Importantly, patterns of depolarization in neurons are shown to be

important mediators of genetic expression patterns and molecular responses. More

research is needed to fully uncover the molecular response of different types of

neurons-to-activity patterns; however, known responses might be leveraged to facilitate

recovery after neural damage. Physical rehabilitation through passive or active exercise

modulates neurotrophic factor expression in the brain and spinal cord and can initiate

cortical plasticity commensurate with functional recovery. Rehabilitation likely relies on

activity-associated mechanisms; however, it may be limited in its application. Electrical

and magnetic stimulation direct specific activity patterns not accessible through passive

or active exercise and work synergistically to improve standing, walking, and forelimb

use after injury. Here, we review emerging concepts in the molecular mechanisms

of activity-derived plasticity in order to highlight opportunities that could add value

to therapeutic protocols for promoting recovery of function after trauma, disease, or

age-related functional decline.

Keywords: neurostimulation, neuroplasticity, neuromodulation, plasticity, activity-dependent plasticity,

regeneration, neurotrauma

INTRODUCTION

Activity-associated plasticity refers to a form of functional and structural neuroplasticity that
is driven by the depolarizing behavior of neurons, and it has been a focal area of research
for the past several decades. Much of our current understanding about activity-associated
plasticity has been demonstrated or discovered in experiments targeting memory, learning, and/or
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development (Spitzer, 2006; Feldman, 2012; Minatohara et al.,
2016) Within such contexts, researchers have uncovered
fundamental mechanisms governing activity-associated
plasticity, including long-term depression (LTD) (Ahn et al.,
1999), long-term potentiation (LTP) (Kandel, 2001), and
activity-associated development of corticospinal circuitry
(Martin, 2005). Still, our understanding continues to grow.
Recent research has revealed a vast array of immediate early
genes (IEGs), epigenetic modifiers, and even new mechanisms
for transcriptional and translational regulation associated
with neuronal activity (Guzowski et al., 2005; Karpova, 2014;
Chen et al., 2015). Transcriptional pause-release phenomena,
enhancer ribonucleic acid (RNA), and neural activity induced
double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs) are just a few examples of
transcriptional mechanisms that may be regulated by neural
activity. Of note, DSBs can form in response to neural activity
in the promoters of a subset of IEGs and can serve to enhance
transcription by removing topological constraints through DNA
repair of the breaks. The goal of this review is to consider these
mechanisms in the context of various neural activity types, such
as neuronal subtypes and their requisite receptors, the type
of network in which a neuron is connected, and the pattern
or duration of activity. These variables fundamentally define
the differential activity-associated responses in a neuron. We
recognize that in addition to those we present here, many
other existing factors influence neuronal responses to changing
levels of activity. For example, it is clear that metabolic and
glial responses to neural activity are crucial factors (Fields and
Nelson, 1992; Fields, 2008; Allaman et al., 2011; Schafer et al.,
2012; Sakry et al., 2014; Jolivet et al., 2015; Kondiles and Horner,
2018); however, they are ultimately beyond the scope of this
review. In addition, neuronal activity has been shown to drive
neurogenesis, progenitor migration, and integration during
development and in the adult hippocampus and olfactory bulb.
For the purpose of this review, we focus on synaptic and network
levels of plasticity rather than activity induced neurogenesis and
myelination, as this topic has been well-discussed (Cao et al.,
2004; Ge et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2009; Young et al., 2011; Fields,
2015; Kondiles and Horner, 2018).

Given the increasingly mechanistic understanding of
activity-associated plasticity, it becomes clear that a review of
emerging mechanisms is timely and has the potential to define
new opportunities for research, collaboration, and pathways
for application. However, the reader is urged to consider
developmental stage, neuronal subtype, environment, and
mechanism of activity in applying the concepts considered
here. For example, neural subtypes express disparate receptor
populations and will thus differentially integrate environmental
signals. Therefore, how neurons absorb information at the
cellular and circuit level is of critical importance when
attempting to leverage activity-associated plasticity mechanisms
in the design of experiments or applications since such
experiments and applications may not be universal in outcome
and application. Modification of neural activity, whether it be
through chemical, electrical, magnetic, or some other means,
may have unintended consequences through non-biological
alteration of the microenvironment or secondary effects on

the cellular or tissue target itself. Less considered aspects of
activity-associated plasticity such as the duration and pattern
of neuronal depolarization may play a critical role in the
transcriptional profile of a neuron. Context is also critically
important to consider. The environment, developmental stage,
and/or presence of an injury likely alters the mechanism of
activity-associated plasticity and certainly impacts the cellular
response. The tools used to manipulate neural plasticity are
almost as unique as the neuronal circuits they target and must
be carefully considered alongside the environmental milieu.
Hence, this review will cover relevant mechanisms of activity-
associated plasticity and potential considerations for harnessing
them to promote regeneration and restoration of function.
Neural activity can mediate plastic responses through several
intrinsic and extrinsic vectors. Additionally, by manipulating
activity patterns, it may be possible to repair a degenerated or
damaged brain or spinal cord (Figure 1). We will: (1) consider
the differences between exogenous and endogenous modulation
of neural activity; (2) provide a brief overview of mechanisms
of neuronal activity-associated plasticity, such as brain derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and its receptors, trophic modifiers,
IEGs, epigenetics, and genetic regulation; (3) present research
demonstrating robust transcriptional alterations to changes
in intrinsic neuronal activity patterns; (4) review potential
therapeutic methods to leverage these mechanisms to promote
recovery; and (5) explore how different types of rehabilitation
and stimulation differentially affect these mechanisms and
potentially recovery.

EXOGENOUS VS. ENDOGENOUS
MODULATION OF NEURAL ACTIVITY

The distinction between changes in neural activity initiated by
exogenous stimulation through an electrode, magnetic coil, or
some such device compared with those brought on by behavioral
activity or endogenous stimuli is a crucial one (Linderoth and
Foreman, 1999; Stagg and Nitsche, 2011; Young et al., 2011;
Kravitz and Bonci, 2013). Endogenous stimulation induced
by physical activity or sensory stimulation initiates neural
activity through physiological changes in local ion gradients
caused by synaptic activity or environmental sensing receptors.
Exogenous stimulation causes local changes in ion gradients
in a non-physiological and larger scale mode when applied
magnetically or electrically. While this type of stimulation
arguably initiates normal depolarization of a neuron, it may
also affect other systems and cause non-physiologic responses.
Although the end result can be similar, the question remains
as to whether exogenous stimulation is truly synonymous
with endogenous or natural activation of neurons given that
exogenous stimulation methods may indirectly manipulate local
ion gradients and initiate other changes not demonstrated
through natural activation of neural pathways. Still, research
has shown that exogenous stimulation can induce spike-timing-
dependent plasticity through closed loop stimulation coincident
with voluntary behavior or endogenous stimulation in rats
(Rebesco et al., 2010) and non-human primates (Zanos et al.,
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FIGURE 1 | Neural activity can have broad effects on the presentation of neurons, both through altered genetic expression and changes to its structure and function.

Genetically, neural activity and stimulation can cause epigenetic changes that alter the accessibility of specific genes to genetic transcription. Also, the can induce

double stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) at specific sites of the genome, which can result in more stable and enhanced transcription and ultimately, through a wide variety

of mechanisms including transcription factors and IEGs, can rapidly induce transcriptional changes that alter a neuron’s overall genetic expression. Neural activity and

stimulation can ultimately cause plasticity changes, both morphological and synaptic, through such transcriptional changes as well as in response to

neurotransmitters and other signaling mechanisms.

2011). Thus, tools to manipulate neural activity can impact the
plastic rewiring of neural circuits. Importantly, altered activity
patterns can induce strengthening or weakening of connections
between two neural circuits independent of voluntary action, as
demonstrated by activity-dependent strengthening or depression
between sites in the sensorimotor cortex of awake behaving
primates via paired stimulation (Seeman et al., 2017). A host
of tools have been developed to manipulate neural activity,
and many have relevance in a clinical context. Notably, neural
activity modulating therapies have emerged with varying degrees
of success (Mailis-Gagnon et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2010;
Harkema et al., 2011; Sayenko et al., 2019).

Furthermore, there is a considerable nuance in activity-
associated plasticity, particularly in the context of extrinsic
factors, such as injury and the environment. While much is
known about activity-associatedmodifiers in specific frameworks
(e.g., learning, memory, and principles of Hebbian plasticity),
exciting research has surfaced that illustrates the importance of
neuronal cell type (Dehorter et al., 2015) and temporal firing
patterns (Fields et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2017; Tyssowski et al., 2018)
on activity-associated responses relevant to regeneration. After
spinal cord injury (SCI), the spinal cord environment is largely

changed; thus, results from healthy spinal cord experiments
may not be predictive of activity-evoked plasticity effects in
models that exhibit gliosis, neuronal atrophy, inflammation and
altered channel distribution or function. For example, following
injury, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic neurons reduce
their expression of the membrane-bound potassium-chloride co-
transporter 2 (KCC2), which shuttles chloride outside of the cell.
This imbalance, which is not present in the healthy spinal cord,
causes a shift in membrane polarization, resulting in normally
inhibitory GABAergic cells becoming excitatory. Interestingly,
this shift after injury is a recapitulation of development where
NKCC1 cotransporters appear earlier than KCC2 cotransporters,
allowing preferential flow of chloride into GABAergic neurons,
and in this developmental state GABAergic neurons exhibit
excitatory behavior (Medina et al., 2014). KCC2 reduction has
been shown to occur within 24 h of injury and is associated
with maladaptive plasticity in chronic SCI (Grau and Huang,
2018). This suggests that injury can alter the excitatory/inhibitory
balance through this conversion and disrupt normal circuit
function (Huang et al., 2016). In addition, injury to the
central nervous system (CNS) can differentially affect how
BDNF regulates KCC2 expression in spinally transected and
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intact rats. For instance, BDNF normally downregulates KCC2,
producing an increase in central sensitization. In contrast,
following transection injury, BDNF causes an increase in
membrane bound KCC2, thereby restoring the inhibitory action
of GABAergic neurons, leveling the excitatory/inhibitory balance
and decreasing central sensitization (Huang et al., 2017). The
variability in pathological states of neural circuitry as well as
the unique mechanisms of unique modes of neuromodulation
are important considerations for not only the interpretation of
current literature, but also a challenge to the design of future,
mechanistic studies.

MECHANISMS OF NEURONAL
ACTIVITY-ASSOCIATED PLASTICITY

Activity-associated plasticity has long been linked with
development; however, such mechanisms may also be relevant in
the adult nervous system. Post-mitotic neurons in the brain and
spinal cord, long thought to be generally stable in structure and
nature, have since been proven to adapt significantly in response
to neuronal activity, exhibiting changes in morphological
properties, gene expression, and synaptic strength. Further,
neuronal firing behavior has been shown to influence a host
of mechanisms from synaptic plasticity (Davis, 2006) to
dendritic arborization (Kellner et al., 2014) and even to neuronal
regeneration (Elzinga et al., 2015; Chan et al., 2016). Such
mechanisms are naturally governed by the intrinsic signaling of
molecular factors that have been, and continue to be, increasingly
illuminated over the past several decades. A host of intrinsic
and extrinsic factors exhibit direct activity-associated expression
changes and have broad effects on neuronal expression, such
as BDNF, neuronal PAS domain protein 4 (Npas4), and many
others. Recent literature describes neuronal activity-associated
gene expression control mechanisms, including a potential role
for activity induced DSBs and RNA pause-release, alluding to
the depth and breadth of complexity of activity-associated gene
expression (Madabhushi and Kim, 2018). A full understanding
of the ways in which neuronal activity influences gene expression
may prove critical to developing potential neuronal activity
modulation therapies. We here highlight some well-documented
and some newly-discovered fundamental mechanisms for
intrinsic neural control of molecular behavior and signaling in
response to neural activity.

BDNF and Neuronal Plasticity
BDNF and its receptor2, TrkB, have been widely studied in both
the CNS and the peripheral nervous system (PNS) (Nagappan
and Lu, 2005; Nagahara and Tuszynski, 2011). BDNF is a
powerful neurotrophic factor known to induce plastic changes
that regulate neuronal growth, excitability, and even regeneration
(Jin et al., 2002; Garraway and Huie, 2016). A major mechanism
of action for BDNF is via the binding of TrkB. This binding
initiates a signaling cascade that regulates activity-associated
dendritic plasticity in mice (Lai et al., 2012) as well as local
production of proteins associated with synapse formation (Lu
et al., 2008). Dendritic TrkB is upregulated in an activity-
associated manner and inserted specifically at targeted dendrites,

explaining how a diffusible molecule (e.g., BDNF) can initiate
local changes in synaptic plasticity (Tongiorgi et al., 1997;
Nagappan and Lu, 2005). Importantly, field electric stimulation
has been shown to influence the trafficking of TrkB from the
intracellular pool to the membrane of neuronal processes in
cultured hippocampal neurons (Du et al., 2000).

BDNF is one of a few neurotrophic factors that exhibit
activity-associated behavior, with activity-associatedmechanisms
governing BDNF transcription, dendritic targeting, and
trafficking of BDNF protein, and messenger RNA (mRNA)
release and conversion of BDNF to a mature form (Jin et al.,
2002; Zhou et al., 2006; Im et al., 2010; Bading, 2013; Palomer
et al., 2016). BDNF is widely implicated as a major driver
of neuronal plasticity that directly contributes to learning.
For example, TrkB signaling is required for spatial memory
formation in mice (Lai et al., 2012), BDNF signaling contributes
to the conversion of early to late phase long-term memory
(Lu et al., 2008), BDNF signaling facilitates cocaine-seeking
addictive behavior in mice (Im et al., 2010), and BDNF
administration has even been implicated in functional recovery
after stroke (Berretta et al., 2014) and SCI (Ghosh et al., 2018)
in rodents.

Critical reasons for considering BDNF and its effects
under the umbrella of neural stimulation are: (1) BDNF is a
potent regulator of neural plasticity, including downstream
enhancement/modulation of synaptic plasticity (Karpova,
2014), cell survival, and morphological properties of neurons
(Zagrebelsky and Korte, 2014) and (2) BDNF activity is
associated with levels of neural activity. Synaptic plasticity
is largely regulated by, and sometimes dependent on, BDNF
signaling (Lu et al., 2008). In fact, BDNF is thought to be
synthesized in dense core vesicles and secreted at the synapse
in response to neuronal activity. Importantly, new evidence
tracking BDNF tagged with quantum dots in hippocampal
cultures suggests a mechanism for activity-associated release of
BDNF from endocytosed vesicles in the post-synaptic dendrite
(Wong et al., 2015), indicating multiple sources and mechanisms
exist to regulate activity-associated release of BDNF at synapses.
In vitro experiments using mouse hippocampal cultures at
different developmental time-points highlight the importance
of neuronal activity on BDNF’s structural effects on neurons.
In loss-of-function experiments, blocking endogenous BDNF
resulted in hippocampal neurons with less dendritic complexity
and longer dendritic spines with thinner heads (Kellner et al.,
2014). Exogenous application of BDNF in culture did not
significantly alter dendritic structure or density as reported in in
vivo experiments (Ji et al., 2010); however, cultures with reduced
levels of spontaneous activity were responsive to exogenous
BDNF and exhibited increased dendritic density, indicating
that levels of neural activity may play an important role in the
neuronal response to BDNF (Kellner et al., 2014). Overall, these
studies show that BDNF regulation is quite complex, and that the
effects of BDNF include modulation of synaptic and dendritic
structure as well as network plasticity; but, they are ultimately
context and activity specific.

Observations on the effects, control, and pharmacological
application of BDNF in disease not only have led to an
appreciation of its importance, but have also raised questions
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about the mechanisms whereby levels of BDNF are modulated
in the spinal cord. In patients with incomplete SCI, a graded-
intensity, locomotor exercise regimen increased serum levels
of BDNF. Still, said levels were related to the intensity of
the locomotor activity rather than the activity itself (Leech
and Hornby, 2017). It remains unclear in injury models to
what extent such recovery is dependent on neural activity-
associated plasticity vs. metabolic mechanisms. Rodent work
indicates that voluntary wheel running increased the expression
of several downstream effectors for the action of BDNF
on synaptic plasticity [e.g., synapsin I and growth-associated
protein (GAP-43) mRNA] (Gómez-Pinilla et al., 2002). Further,
voluntary wheel running increased production of the ketone
body β-hydroxybutyrate in the liver, which is both an energy
source used in the brain and an inhibitor of class 1 histone
deacetylases (HDACs) (Sleiman et al., 2016). HDACs cause
the deacetylation of histones, resulting in less accessible and
more tightly bound DNA. HDAC inhibition increases levels of
synaptic plasticity genes, including cAMP response element-
binding protein (CREB), BDNF, and calmodulin-dependent
kinase II (CaMKII) (Guan et al., 2009; Koppel and Timmusk,
2013). Thus, production of this ketone could explain some
of the beneficial effects of exercise. In fact, application of
β-hydroxybutyrate to cultured cortical neurons, hippocampal
slices, and via in vivo intraventricular injection all resulted
in elevated expression of BDNF transcripts (Sleiman et al.,
2016). Therefore, exercise-associated BDNF production may not
directly rely on intrinsic firing of neurons. Rather, it may be a
passive result of metabolite production.

BDNF appears to be a potent regulator of neural plasticity;
however, some studies have tempered enthusiasm for a potential
BDNF panacea-type therapy to injury and disease due to
its possible pronociceptive effects, particularly following CNS
trauma (Garraway and Huie, 2016). For instance, Grau and
Huang (2018) have demonstrated that BDNF is necessary and
sufficient to enable spinal learning of a shock withdrawal
response in a thoracic transection model in rats. Yet, BDNF also
appears to play a critical role in the formation of neuropathic
pain after injury (Smith, 2014; Garraway and Huie, 2016). Given
the broadly acting nature of BDNF (Karpova, 2014) and that its
effects are context dependent (Xiao et al., 2009), it seems logical
to conclude that other activity-associated mechanisms may play
a role in regulating neural behavior and in modulating the effects
of BDNF itself.

Trophic Modifiers of Neuronal Complexity
and Excitability
Aside from BDNF, other trophic factors are modulated or
released in an activity-dependent manner. For instance, neuritin
mRNA was initially identified as having activity-associated
transcription and purified neuritin and was later revealed as a
modulator of neurite outgrowth and arborization in embryonic
hippocampal and cortical mouse neurons (Naeve et al., 1997).
Subsequent studies have demonstrated that neuritin induces
neuritogenesis and that it plays a role in the maturation and
stability of synapses while also increasing neurotransmitter

release in cortical neurons (Yao et al., 2018). Neuritin activity
can also be mediated through nuclear factor of activated T-cells
cytoplasmic 4 (NFATc4) and calcineurin (CaN). Neuritin induces
neurite morphological changes through calcium signaling by
upregulating L-type voltage gated calcium channels (Zhao
et al., 2018). Additionally, the trophic factor fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) appears to mediate the activity-dependent neurite
morphological effects of neuritin. Inhibition of the FGF receptor
attenuates the effects of neuritin on neurite arborization and
complexity, indicating that other trophic factors play a role
in activity-associated effects, albeit indirectly (Shimada et al.,
2016). Neuritin and FGF are not the only identified trophic
factors associated with neuronal activity. Isoforms of the homer1
gene were found to express activity dependent expression and
Homer1a, a product of the homer1a IEG, was found to modulate
pre- and post- synaptic remodeling in glutamatergic neurons
in a biphasic activity induced manner (Xiao et al., 2000; Inoue
et al., 2007). Further, other products of the homer1 gene,
Homer 1b/c, are spinal synaptic scaffolding proteins in the post-
synaptic density of excitatory synapses. Indeed, work from Yao
et al. demonstrates that Homer 1b/c not only regulates CREB
phosphorylation and c-fos activation in the spinal dorsal horn,
but that it may play a role in the formation of chronic pain
following spinal injury (Yao et al., 2014).

Neural Activity and IEGs
IEGs are genes that exhibit a rapid and transient change in
expression in response to a variety of extracellular stimuli in
a protein synthesis independent manner. In the context of
neural activity, IEGs are a proposed mechanism for rapid,
functional translation of altered depolarization behavior (Flavell
and Greenberg, 2008). A host of genes have been identified
as IEGs and are upregulated/downregulated in response to
changes in neural activity at early time points after stimulus
administration (Carulli et al., 2011). In some cases, IEG responses
mediate transcriptional factors, including growth arrest and
DNA damage inducible β (Gadd45β), Npas4, early growth
response 4 (Egr4), nuclear receptor subfamily 4 group a member
1 (Nr4a1), Fos, and many others (Spiegel et al., 2014). IEGs
exhibit transcriptional changes immediately following an altered
period of activity and the full time-course of this response can
range from hours to days (Morgan and Curran, 1989). For
instance, increased transcription of c-fos occurs within 5min
of induction (Sheng and Greenberg, 1990). Recently, it was
demonstrated that some IEGs exhibit control mechanisms that
are not directly dependent on neural activity (Okuno, 2011;
Bahrami and Drabløs, 2016). While Arc expression is normally
tightly associated with neural activity initiated through behavior
or sensation, it has been shown that Arc is decoupled from
activity patterns in novel recognition paradigms. For example,
control mice placed in a novel environment exhibit increased Arc
expression in their hippocampi. However, Arc levels are reduced
following lesions to the fornix (Fletcher et al., 2006) and following
repeated environmental exposure (Guzowski et al., 2006). Fornix
lesions did not impact overall activity levels in the hippocampus
and overall hippocampal electrophysiology remained unchanged
throughout the study. This indicates that there is a secondary
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regulator of Arc expression in the hippocampus beyond neural
activity alone. Both the target responsiveness to an IEG and
the environment of the circuit and organism are critical
considerations for manipulating IEG expression to promote
activity-dependent plasticity in a clinical context.

IEGs have been identified as a potential primary mechanism
for modulating and maintaining neural connectivity, and they
may have mechanisms for neuron-to-neuron signaling in an
activity-associated manner. Arc protein has recently been shown
to form a structure reminiscent of a Gag capsid. This capsid-
like structure is secreted from neural cells and can inject mRNA
into recipient cells, which can then exhibit activity-associated
translation (Pastuzyn et al., 2018). This striking example
of neuron-to-neuron signaling highlights the importance of
considering activity-associated signaling at the circuit level since
modulation of activity in a single neuron can initiate changes in
transcription and translation in other neurons. The full extent
to which this extrinsic signaling is relevant remains unknown.
Therefore, future research must explore this further to better
understand how neuron-to-neuron signaling mediates plasticity
following bouts of depolarizing activity.

Activity-Associated Plasticity in
Epigenetics and Gene Expression
How environmental stimuli cause lasting adaptive changes (i.e.,
the formation of memory) has been an area of study since Flexner
et al. first established that new protein synthesis was necessary for
the formation of adaptive behavior, namely memory, in a short
window following an environmental stimulus (Flexner et al.,
1963). Specifically, bilateral injections of puromycin, a protein
synthesis inhibitor, into the hippocampi and adjacent temporal
cortices of mice abrogated conversion of memory from short- to
long-term in a simple maze learning paradigm, indicating that
a protein was necessary for the formation of long-term memory
in mice. The model of transcription and translation at the time
did not include a mechanistic explanation for the formation of
adaptive behavior in response to environmental stimuli. This
led researchers to investigate how exactly adaptive behaviors
are formed. The eventual discovery of transcription factors and
promoter regulatory elements explained how gene expression
might vary following exposure to external stimuli. Particularly,
in neural activity coupled gene expression, serum factors, and
upstream non-coding promoter regulatory elements were both
found to produce rapid changes in transcription following bouts
of neural activity. For instance, calcium induction through
voltage gated channels was found to be the driving event
for induction of c-fos expression in neurons (Morgan and
Curran, 1986). Such expression required a particular sequence
upstream of the promoter (Sheng et al., 1988), which was
bound by CREB. CREB was eventually discovered to be a
transcription factor that stabilized expression of c-fos when
phosphorylated by calmodulin dependent kinase (Sheng et al.,
1991). Together, these discoveries describe a mechanismwhereby
external stimuli such as neural depolarization can cause changes
that initiate a signaling cascade capable of altering transcription
factors, which may then affect a transcriptional response by

binding to transcriptional regulatory elements and stabilizing or
inhibiting transcription. Still, such observations do not describe
how lasting gene expression changes could occur in response
to environmental stimuli. With demonstrations that histone
methylation causes conformational chromatin changes, which
decrease gene expression at the site of methylation (Rea et al.,
2000) and that acetylation results in looser chromatin structures
with enhanced transcription at the site of acetylation (Brownell
et al., 1996), researchers discovered mechanisms whereby
environmental influences could affect stable changes to gene
expression. Epigenetic modifiers were linked to neural activity
(Qiu and Ghosh, 2008) and have since been considered critical
in describing activity-associated changes in neural cells (Carulli
et al., 2011; Ciccarelli and Giustetto, 2014; Karpova, 2014).
Through epigenetic modifications, environmental triggering of
signaling cascades, and transcription factor binding to promoter
regulatory elements, it is clear that neural activity patterns can
cause both temporary and stable changes to neural transcription.

In addition to transcription factors binding to regulatory
elements, novel mechanisms for transcriptional regulation have
been uncovered. Gariglio et al. found an unanticipated clustering
of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) at the 5′ end of the β-
globin genes in mature erythrocytes in transcriptional run-
off assays, which they posited may constitute a rate-limiting
step to transcription (Gariglio et al., 1981). Initially identified
in metazoan model systems, researchers have uncovered a
mechanism of RNAPII pause-release that is widespread and
that not only regulates rates of transcription, but also is
subject itself to regulation (Adelman and Lis, 2012; Jonkers and
Lis, 2015). Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-
seq) revealed RNAPII binding at promoters of various IEGs
under basal conditions (Kim et al., 2010). Researchers have
directly identified transcriptional pause-release regulation of c-
fos and Arc, and it is likely that activity-associated signaling
pathways regulate this pause-release phenomena (Kim et al.,
2010; Schaukowitch et al., 2014; Joo et al., 2016). Continually,
it has been posited that enhancer RNA may be recruited to
IEG promoters and initiate RNAPII unpausing in an activity-
associated manner (Madabhushi and Kim, 2018). Recent studies
have revealed that pausing of RNAPII positively correlated
with tri-methylation of the 27th lysine residue at histone
3 (H3K27me3) in developing mouse cortical neurons (Liu
et al., 2017), indicating a role of pausing in fate selection and
expression during development. Enhancer RNA (eRNA) have
been shown to trigger transition of RNAPII from a paused to
active state by facilitating release of the negative elongation factor

(NELF) complex from target promoters following IEG activation

(Schaukowitch et al., 2014). RNA pause-release may thus be a

key transcriptional regulator of neural activity-associated gene

expression and may describe yet another method whereby neural

depolarization causes changes in gene expression.
Beyond pause-release, the discovery of neural activity-induced

DSBs indicates a startling potential mechanism for regulating
transcription (Madabhushi et al., 2015). DSBs are generally
thought to be a destabilizing and cytotoxic event. Neural activity
has been found to cause DSBs both in vitro (Crowe et al., 2006)
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and in vivo (Suberbielle et al., 2013); and, neural activity-induced
DSBs may be used as a method to regulate activity-associated
transcription (Madabhushi and Kim, 2018). Researchers have
demonstrated that neural activity-induced DSBs form within
the promoters of several IEGs (e.g., Fos, Npas4, and Egr1) and
that said DSBs are sufficient to enhance transcription (Bunch
et al., 2015; Madabhushi et al., 2015). Neural activity-induced
DSBs are generated by topoisomerase IIβ and are stabilized
rather than rapidly repaired. Normally, topoisomerases cause
transient breaks in DNA to relieve strain caused by DNA
processing activity. They rapidly repair DSBs, allowing the
breaks to avoid detection by DNA damage response pathways.
In contrast, neural activity-induced DSBs are longer lasting
and are somehow stabilized, though the mechanisms remain
unclear. Activity-induced stable DSBs are then detected by
DNA damage repair pathways, which can result in enhanced
transcription (Madabhushi et al., 2015). Recently, a member of
the growth and arrest DNA damage family, growth arrest and
DNA damage inducible gamma (GaDD45y), was identified as
mediating fear memory consolidation in mice through binding
at DSBs in the promoter regions of several plasticity related IEGs
(Li et al., 2019). More research is needed to fully understand
how DSBs form and whether different types of activity may
influence their activity. Still, these startling observations hint
at yet another mechanism in the complex and layered activity-
associated regulation of neural plasticity.

Temporal Patterns of Activity and Gene
Expression
The wealth of transcriptional and translational regulatory
mechanisms sensitive to neural activity describe a layered and
complex system. Clearly, activity-associated plasticity occurs.
Newly discovered mechanisms indicate that the pattern and
length of neural activity trains produce distinct changes
in transcription. Further, they hint at a potentially subtle
and temporally regulated interaction between activity and
transcriptional and translational response. Indeed, patterns of
neural depolarization and the duration of a depolarization train
may initiate unique transcriptional responses. Enticing new
research in mouse DRG neurons examined genes regulated by
activity patterns and timing (Lee et al., 2017). While previously
identified activity-associated master regulators such as BDNF,
EGR4, Gadd45b, Npas4, and Nr4a1 were generally found to be
differentially controlled by stimuli, independent of pattern or
time, a host of novel RNA transcripts whose levels depended
explicitly on temporal patterns of activity in mouse DRG
neurons were determined (Lee et al., 2017). Pathway analysis
of the observed transcripts revealed different patterns and
total durations of stimulation can induce activity-associated
changes in NGF and Rac signaling, important modulators
of neurite outgrowth. Electrical stimulation of mouse DRG
neurons using different patterns, but the same total number
of electrical pulses at 10Hz, revealed network changes in gene
expression dependent on patterned stimulation (Lee et al., 2017).
Excitingly, many of the novel transcripts exhibited changes
in transcription levels when DRG neurons were paced with

different patterns of stimulus, thus classifying them as activity-
associated and suggesting their actions affect neuronal plasticity
and growth. The observation that patterned activity can alter
gene expression, while preliminary, has vast implications on
neuronal response to stimulation. If patterns of activity have
broadly differential effects on neuronal transcripts, then the
implications for clinical stimulators would be profound. Driving
specific patterns of activity in targeted brain and spinal circuitry
may thus be a way to control transcriptional response and cause
desirable expression changes to promote recovery following CNS
trauma. Work by Tyssowski et al. (2018) further supports the
hypothesis that there are temporal signatures of neural response
to activity and that sustained vs. brief depolarizations result
in large differentials in RNA transcripts. By manipulating the
duration, but not frequency, of neuronal activity, Tyssowski
et al. identified three functionally distinct transcriptional patterns
dependent on unique regulatory pathways comprising exclusive
waves of transcription that occur in response to patterned neural
activity. These examples are the first to show not only the
importance of duration and temporal pattern of neuronal activity
on transcriptional output, but also how neural firing patternsmay
cause large changes in neuronal transcription. It has yet to be
determined whether frequency of stimulation may play a role,
or whether these effects are restricted to mouse DRG neurons
and mouse and rat cortical neurons. Still, these observations
may prove critical when considering how to modulate neuronal
activity to enhance recovery. In particular, stimulation regimes
for exciting the brain or spinal cord through optogenetic,
electrical, or magnetic stimulation are often static and periodic
in nature.

It is critical to examine how dosing and pattern play a
role when stimulating the brain and spinal cord. Work by
Taccola et al. demonstrates that locomotive central pattern
generators in the rat spinal cord are optimally activated by
noisy dorsal root stimulation patterns (Taccola, 2011). Such
an observation may have implications for existing clinical
spinal stimulators given that introduction of randomness could
improve the efficacy with which central pattern generators are
recruited during spinal neuromodulation. Still, this begs the
question of whether overstimulation or random stimulation
may induce negative effects. After spinal injury, there is a
known excitatory inhibitory imbalance that drives additional
activity for prolonged periods, and thus may encourage the
onset of spasticity and neuropathic pain through inadvertent
maladaptive plasticity (Lavrov et al., 2008; Ferguson et al.,
2012; Grau et al., 2017). Therefore, it is crucial to minimize
the risks of stimulation induced maladaptive plasticity through
optimal dosing and careful targeting of select circuits tominimize
secondary effects while maximizing the benefits. While random
stimulation paradigmsmaymore effectively enhance recruitment
of motor associated dorsal roots, it remains to be determined
whether such paradigms may also more effectively enhance
maladaptive plasticity (Lavrov et al., 2008).

Given the observation that pattern and duration of neural
activity can each greatly alter the functional transcripts of a
neuron, it seems clear that stimulation paradigms must be more
closely considered. It is no surprise that most reported in vivo
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CNS stimulation paradigms have been static in nature. In vivo
injury and stimulation experiments are already costly, difficult,
and complex enough without the addition of stimulation regime
variables, such as pattern and duration. It seems imperative that
future research includes a characterization, whenever possible, of
the activity dependent transcriptional changes relevant to injured
circuitry and the response of the damaged nervous system to
changes in neural activity. Given the cost, time, and importance
associated with neural injury and neuromodulation studies, the
field would greatly benefit from shared resources such as a tissue
repository or transcriptional database to enhance our ability to
leverage activity associated mechanisms to initiate recovery.

LEVERAGING NEURONAL
ACTIVITY-ASSOCIATED MECHANISMS TO
PROMOTE RECOVERY

Neuronal activity-associated plasticity mechanisms play an
important role in recovery following damage to the PNS and/or
CNS through trauma, stroke, and neuroregenerative disease.
Given the array of methods currently in use or being developed
for manipulating neuronal activity following injury, it may be
relevant to consider our understanding of activity-associated
plasticity in the context of potential clinical applications.
Following damage to the nervous system, some evidence suggests
that regrowth and reconnection of axons occurs in the PNS, while
very limited evidence indicates that such plasticity occurs in the
CNS (Liu et al., 2011). The success of physical rehabilitation,
electrical stimulation, and other therapeutic strategies to mitigate
CNS and PNS damage from trauma, stroke, or neurodegenerative
disease indicates a possible role of activity-associated plasticity in
recovery following damage. Here, we present some of the clinical
and potentially translatable methods to manipulate neuronal
activity, and we highlight potentially relevant considerations
(Figure 2).

Passive and Active Exercise Are Effective
Tools for Initiating Recovery After SCI
Two common rehabilitation tools are (1) passive exercise, which
requires no controlled physical effort, and (2) active exercise,
which involves subjects performing assisted or unassisted
movements using volitional control. After spinal injury, a lack
of supraspinal input can enhance sensory control of spinal
circuitry. Stretching of a skeletal muscle activates the H reflex
through group Ia afferents, which can lead to changes in
sensory driven reflexes (Skinner et al., 1996; Gazula et al.,
2004). Repetitive passive conditioning of limbs after spinal
injury has been shown to “normalize” reflex responses in
absence of supraspinal input in both rodents (Skinner et al.,
1996) and humans (Rösche et al., 1997; Kiser et al., 2005).
This can reduce spasticity and habituation of somatosensory
reflexes. However, continued passive conditioning is necessary
to maintain such effects, at least in humans. Passive bicycling
in spinally transected rats led to an upregulation of neural
activity-associated proteins, BDNF, and adenylate cyclase 1
(ADCY1) in the somatosensory cortex, and said upregulation was

accompanied by an increased tactile response in the denervated
limb (Graziano et al., 2013). This indicates that, at least in
rats, passive exercise can facilitate cortical plasticity through
activity-associated mechanisms, though the degree to which
passive exercise alone leverages permanent cortical changes
in humans remains unclear. Other studies have demonstrated
that active exercise also produces neuronal plasticity, which
can lead to functional recovery in both humans (Jurkiewicz
et al., 2007) and rats (Kao et al., 2011). Many active exercise-
associated functional plasticity studies have exhibited a task-
dependent and/or task-specific plasticity that is associated with
particular movements, indicating that movement-associated
circuitry should be targeted in rehabilitation therapy (Lynskey
et al., 2008). For example, one case report revealed that a person
with cervical injury who received bimanual somatosensory
stimulation in combination with massed practice (repetitive task
oriented training) manifested enhanced sensation, grip force,
and performance of task-specific hand skills, such as writing,
page turning, lifting of a small object, manipulating checkers
etc., which coincided with a reorganization of the cortical map
(Hoffman and Field-Fote, 2007). Such cortical rewiring suggests
active exercise can initiate a type of synaptic plasticity that
is driven by activity-associated mechanisms. The improvement
of task-specific movements and enhanced sensation through
passive and active exercise following disruption of the CNS
indicate plasticity plays a role, possibly through activity-
associated mechanisms, in the restoration of motor function
following injury. In passive exercise regimens, such as on a fixed
bike, functional recovery is dependent on continued input. It is
believed that load sensing sensory afferents cause plastic changes
to occur in central pattern generators located in the spinal cord
(Dietz and Harkema, 2004). Alternatively, active exercise (i.e.,
voluntary or assisted standing/walking, treadmill training, and
forelimb reaching) can produce reorganization of cortical and
spinal circuitry, resulting in improved motor function. Yet, the
degree to which such plasticity is sensory load-dependent or
can be mediated by other forms of propriospinal input remains
unknown (Lynskey et al., 2008).

Clearly, exercise can initiate plastic changes in the CNS, but
through what activity-associated mechanisms is this achieved?
A myriad of reports haven examined the benefits of exercise
on the brain. The hippocampus in particular has been proven
to exhibit significant and long-lasting changes in response to
increased levels of physical activity (Rendeiro and Rhodes, 2018).
BDNF levels increase in the rat brain following bouts of elevated
physical activity (Marais et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2009).
These increased levels are thought to occur, in part, due to
muscle derived factors such as PGC-1α and its downstream
protein FNDC5, both of which were found to be elevated in the
hippocampus of exercising mice (Rendeiro and Rhodes, 2018).
Circulating FNDC5 is believed to cross the blood brain barrier
and directly modulate hippocampal gene expression. Therefore,
a factor released from skeletal muscle during exercise can effect
changes in the brain. Interestingly, neural activity can also effect
changes in skeletal muscle by initiating transcriptional changes
in the muscle through HDAC4 signaling at the neuromuscular
junction (NMJ) (Cohen et al., 2007). HDAC4 is normally
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FIGURE 2 | Clinical means to alter neural activity have been employed with a view to restore or improve function after insult. Invasive techniques, typically involving

surgical placement of electrodes to control muscle or neural activation have been used for pain management and functional restoration after neural trauma or stroke.

Non-invasive techniques, such as TES, TMS, FES, and rehabilitation are more clinically palatable, though non-invasiveness is generally correlated with a decrease in

precision. An exciting area is emerging where techniques are being combined with greater effect. Invasive and non-invasive means to record and manipulate neural

activity are being combined to “close the loop” and restore previously intractable function.

localized at the NMJ; however, following reduced neural input
through denervation, HDAC4 is released and exhibits activity
dependent transcription in the muscle. Consequently, there are
bidirectional control mechanisms whereby neural activity can
initiate transcriptional changes in the muscle and altered muscle
activity can influence transcription in the brain. Stimulation,
particularly in the spine, can initiate motor responses and
thus cause changes to the neuromuscular axis. Therefore, it is
critical to consider the broad physiological responses initiated
by spinal stimulation or physical activity. Such changes initiated
by physical activity are not limited to effects induced by the
muscle alone. Exercise also causes changes in peripheral organs,

which may in turn produce paracrine factors capable of initiating
transcriptional changes in the CNS. Recently identifiedmetabolic
factors such as β-hydroxybutyrate may contribute to changes
in BDNF expression in the hippocampus, possibly describing
a mechanism where exercise influences learning, memory, and
mood (Chen et al., 2011; Sleiman et al., 2016). Importantly,
serum levels of BDNF in humans with spinal injury have been
positively correlated with exercise intensity (Leech and Hornby,
2017). These observations argue for a potentially metabolic
mechanism for BDNF release and activity, and this may be the
case particularly in facilitating supraspinal plasticity. There are
a host of ways in which exercise and activity influence neural
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plasticity in the brain and spinal cord, both in the long- and
short-term. Bouts of physical activity can transiently enhance
blood brain barrier permeability, serum levels of BDNF and
VEGF, neuronal IGF-1 uptake, and VEGF expression in the
hippocampus as well as initiate long term cardiovascular changes
and neuroplastic rewiring (Stimpson et al., 2018).

The observation that BDNF and other neurotrophin
levels are locally modulated by neural activity is further
supported by changes in neurotrophin levels at the spinal level
following different exercise regimens. For example, Côté et al.
(2011) examined how passive cycling and treadmill stepping
rehabilitation may contribute to activity-associated plasticity
after complete thoracic spinal trans-section in rats. They found
that both stepping and cycling promoted increased levels of
BDNF, neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), and neurotrophin-4 (NT-4)
at the lumbar enlargement of SCI rats. The increased levels
were positively correlated with recovery of spinal H-reflex
responses. Further, the researchers demonstrated that while both
exercise regimens promoted enhanced levels of glial derived
neurotrophic factor (GDNF) rostral to the injury site, only
step-training promoted elevated levels of GDNF at the lumbar
enlargement, indicating that sensory feedback may play a critical
role in spinal neurotrophic expression. This experiment provides
significant evidence that different physical movements may
involve unique spinal networks. Further, spinal network activity
may contribute to unique molecular changes post-injury that
may be relevant in the selection of rehabilitation regimens.

One major barrier in developing effective rehabilitation
exercises to promote functional improvement stems from limited
control of neural circuitry following CNS injury. Numerous
efferent fibers and interneuron circuits that could bemanipulated
to provide beneficial plastic changes may exist; however, it is also
possible that said fibers and circuits are not accessible through
exercise. There are means to manipulate neural circuitry purely
through exercise and movement-based therapy (e.g., stretch
receptor activation and supraspinal/cortical activation through
voluntary intent and propriospinal activation); however, the
types and patterns of activation are limited to physiological
responses under fixed conditions. A further barrier is the degree
to which voluntary control is possible after damage. In active
exercise, the ability to exert supraspinal control is important
and limitations in volitional control minimize the abundance
and types of neurons that can be activated. Still, physical
rehabilitation remains the most effective and only accepted
therapy following damage to the CNS and PNS.

Electrical Stimulation of the CNS and PNS
Given the limits of rehabilitation, researchers have explored
techniques to activelymanipulate neural activity within the spinal
cord. Direct application of an electric current via penetrating or
non-penetrating electrodes can alter activity patterns of neural
circuits in the brain and spinal cord. Electrical stimulation
may be leveraged following CNS injury to enhance basal
excitability of spared circuitry, thereby facilitating supraspinal
control or directly activating disconnected networks to initiate
activity-associated rewiring or regeneration. Intraspinal
microstimulation (ISMS) and dorsal epidural spinal stimulation

(ES) are two methods for electrically altering activity in the
spinal cord following injury in order to enhance recovery or
manage pain. Both ISMS and ES have been applied following
cervical injury in rats, and each have proven to be advantageous.
Work from the Moritz and Horner laboratories demonstrates
beneficial application of ISMS following cervical hemicontusion
injury in rats as measured by improvement in a skilled forelimb
reaching task following application of cervical stimulation
(Sunshine et al., 2013; Mondello et al., 2014). ISMS stimulation
of forelimb motor associated motor pools resulted in persistent
enhancement of digit extension, pronation, and supination of
the wrist during a forelimb reaching task. These effects persisted
for hours following cessation of ISMS stimulation (Kasten
et al., 2013). Further, cervical ES was beneficial in a cervical
crush injury in rats as it reduced aberrant co-activation of
antagonistic muscle groups (Alam et al., 2017). After a unilateral
pyramidotomy in rats, penetrating electrical stimulation to the
forelimb area of the contralateral motor cortex or contralateral
medullary pyramid produced increased axon sprouting to the
side of the cord ipsilateral to the injury and improved motor
function that was still present thirty days after therapeutic
electrical stimulation had been halted (Brus-Ramer et al., 2007;
Carmel et al., 2010). Electrical stimulation may not only improve
plasticity and sprouting, but also affect connectivity and pruning
of developing tracts. Stimulation of the medullary pyramid in
cats during development maintained connections that might
otherwise be pruned and hold the potential to promote sprouting
of descending tracts (Salimi and Martin, 2004). New connections
are formed spontaneously after midthoracic partial dorsal
hemisection, but subsequently lost if they do not connect with
intact neurons such as long propriospinal neurons that bridge
the lesion site after injury (Bareyre et al., 2004). Thus, electrical
stimulation may be critical for maintaining and improving
spared spinal circuitry after injury.

In terms of spinal stimulation after SCI, ISMS and ES each
have their own advantages; however, they also have drawbacks
that limit their therapeutic potential. ISMS allows for relative
precision compared to other spinal stimulation paradigms, as
intraspinal wires can be guided to specific locations and tested
for discrete activity of pools of interest. Given this, ISMS
approaches can elicit more controlled modulation of activity
in the spinal cord when compared with ES. Importantly, it is
not currently feasible to target specific motor pools via dorsal
ES. In fact, it is likely that ES preferentially activates central
pattern generator circuitry, which limits its therapeutic potential
(Bareyre et al., 2004; Taccola et al., 2017) Conversely, scarring and
functional stability are major barriers for clinical translation of
intraparenchymal stimulation techniques, whereas ES has been
widely applied in the clinic with favorable outcomes (Stidd et al.,
2014).

Geometric location may be a primary concern when
considering ES approaches. Given that sensory and propriospinal
afferents are generally located on the dorsal aspect of the cord,
while the majority of motor associated circuitry is situated in
the ventral region, targeting the ventral surface could allow for
more select activation without recruitment of central pattern
generators. The ventral surgical approach is commonly applied
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in humans; however, given the challenge of accessing the ventral
epidural space in rodents, ventral epidural spinal stimulation
(VSS) has not been extensively studied. Still, an analysis of
motor responses in the cervical spine in monkeys revealed
that stimulation applied from the ventral and dorsal surfaces
evoked muscle responses through different spinal circuitry
(Sharpe and Jackson, 2014). Therefore, there is a rationale for
exploring geometric placement of epidural electrodes in order to
manipulate unique circuits in the spinal cord.

Given the potential for failure and the invasive nature
of implantable stimulators, researchers have examined other
avenues to therapeuticallymanipulate neural activity. Techniques
such as magnetic stimulation and transcutaneous electrical
stimulation are being examined to determine whether less
invasive and chronically stable forms of stimulationmay facilitate
recovery, particularly after SCI, traumatic brain injury, and stroke
(Rossini et al., 1994; Hummel and Cohen, 2006; O’Connell et al.,
2018).

The idea of non-invasively manipulating neural activity is not
a new one. Functional electrical stimulation (FES), a technique
of directly stimulating affected musculature, has been leveraged
both through implants and via transcutaneous electrodes to
facilitate movement and improve function for over five decades.
In ameta-analysis of studies applying FES after stroke in humans,
FES was found to provide improvement over no intervention
and rehabilitative training alone (Howlett et al., 2015). Non-
invasive FES is applied through coupled transdermal electrodes
placed on the skin that depolarize local motor neurons and
facilitate neuromuscular activation and muscle contractions
(Peckham and Knutson, 2005). Still, FES is limited in terms
of which neurons can be manipulated by stimulation. FES
directly activates motor neurons, initiating contractions and
ultimately stimulating stretch receptors, thus triggering changes
in sensory feedback. This activation is unidirectional, beginning
at the motor level and facilitating activity of peripheral nerves,
while not directly engaging spinal circuits of motor control.
This limitation may represent a ceiling on the potential for
FES as a therapy. Still, means of engaging supraspinal and
motor associated spinal circuits coincident with FES stimulation
exist. Coupling non-invasive EEG recordings with surface
stimulating electrodes may provide a means to non-surgically
allow “thought-control” of functional movements. This concept
has been successfully applied to facilitate task specific movements
such as grasping of a cylinder in subjects with tetraplegia
(Pfurtscheller et al., 2003). Though closed-loop FES may provide
a means to facilitate recruitment of supraspinal and descending
motor associated circuits, such techniques are limited in terms
of recruiting disconnected circuitry at the spinal and even
supraspinal level.

Given this, non-invasive means of applying current
directly to the brain and spinal cord have been examined.
Transcutaneous electrical stimulation (TES) involves the
application of transdermal electrodes above the brain or spinal
cord and has been shown to evoke functional activation of
motor associated circuitry (Gerasimenko Y. et al., 2015). A
major hypothesis behind many TES therapies is that central
pattern generator circuits exist in humans and can be accessed

when excitability of spinal circuits is raised above a certain
level. When a neuromodulatory stimulus is applied, TES can
facilitate supraspinal control of muscle activity in humans with
motor complete injury and allow strengthening of connections
to initiate or improve voluntary control, which would otherwise
be impossible (Gerasimenko Y. P. et al., 2015). This motor
engagement can lead to functional movements and can even
allow for improved postural control (Rath et al., 2018) and
voluntary standing without trainer assistance in humans with
chronic motor and sensory complete paralysis (Sayenko et al.,
2019). Clearly TES can facilitate recruitment of circuits at the
spinal level, though a major application barrier is a lack of
specificity in terms of circuit engagement. It remains to be shown
whether TES can reach deep areas of the brain and spinal cord
directly. Regardless, such stimulation will necessarily be non-
specific. Further, success of TES is thought to be dependent on
spinally encoded circuits and may not extend to more eloquent
motor movements outside of stepping and standing. Strategies
to raise levels of spinal excitability can lead to spasticity and pain
and, as such, more research is needed to understand how TES
may be applied safely to improve outcomes after injury.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is another way to
non-invasively manipulate activity of neural circuits. It involves
generating a magnetic field that creates an electric current to
activate neural structures. Since magnetic fields can pass through
tissuesmore readily than electric fields with less interference, they
can be used to generate electric currents in deeper brain layers
than TES (Walsh and Pascual-Leone, 2003). Resultantly, TMS has
been explored in the treatment of depression (Philip et al., 2018),
addiction (Diana et al., 2017), migraine headaches (Fischell et al.,
2017), traumatic brain injury (Neville et al., 2015), and others.
Despite the name, TMS can also be applied to the spine. A
study involving twelve human participants with reoccurring
neck pain revealed that cervical manipulation of the spine with
single and paired TMS pulses resulted in altered corticomotor
processing and control of two upper limb muscles, the abductor
pollicis brevis and extensor indices proprios (Taylor andMurphy,
2008). Still, the mechanism of action of such therapies is
not well-understood. This is in part due to the difficulty of
determining exactly which structures and circuits are activated
by TMS. In vitro studies of cultured rat hippocampal neurons
revealed that sensitivity to TMS induction was dependent on
the shape and superstructure of neural cultures (Rotem and
Moses, 2008). The complicated physics of TMS and our general
limited understanding of specifically what may be activated by
TMS limits the therapeutic potential of this strategy. Still, the
possibility to somewhat selectively activate deeper structures of
the brain and spinal cord may be an important component of
future therapies.

Indeed, given the importance of selective activation of neural
circuitry, novel strategies involving transgenic manipulation of
neurons may one day play a therapeutic role. Optogenetics
for instance, a technique where a modified algae derived
opsin can be genetically engineered into a neuron, allows
for wavelength specific activation or inhibition of neurons
(Yizhar et al., 2016). Genetic engineering strategies allow local
control of specific neural populations through promoter specific
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transfection and local delivery of an engineered virus. Such
strategies have produced techniques that alter neural activity
through application of not only light, but also administration
of magnetic fields or delivery of generally inert designer drugs
(Wheeler et al., 2016; Gomez et al., 2017). While admittedly,
such techniques are mostly limited in clinical application, the
enhanced targeting of such strategies as well as the ability to
selectively initiate changes in specific neural circuits with a high
degree of temporal precision will undoubtedly prove a critical
resource for uncovering the role of activity-associated plasticity
mechanisms at the circuit and cellular level.

CONCLUSION

Molecular responses to activity-associated plasticity are driven
by a layered and complex system. The mechanisms and
outcome of extrinsic or intrinsic changes in activity are
context dependent with much to be considered, particularly
with regards to the post-injury environment. IEGs drive rapid
and transient neuronal responses, which can initiate unique
transcription programs following changes in neural activity
patterns. The genetic control mechanisms dictating neuronal
responses to depolarization patterns result in neural activity
pattern-specific genetic expression programs that are circuit
and situation specific. While tools to manipulate neural activity
have existed for decades, the interplay between neural activity
and behavior highlights the importance and potential clinical
relevance of new methods to affect both factors synergistically.
Given the complexity of interactions, the apparent fluid nature
governing cellular responses to changing activity patterns,
and the conflicting reported results, more studies are needed
to fully realize the clinical applications of activity-associated
plasticity. Still, a surge of new tools has led to an impressive
growth in our understanding of wide-ranging activity-associated
mechanisms and equally driven excitement for the promise of
clinical application. Indeed, the partial success of several brain,
spine, and peripheral stimulation therapies following trauma

or disease hints at the true potential of leveraging activity-
associated mechanisms to combat CNS damage. This broad
review of activity dependent plasticity, however, reveals the
largely siloed nature of laboratories focused on cellular and
molecular mechanisms of plasticity and that of research focused
on the physiological and functional impact of neuromodulation.
Exciting opportunities exist at the intersection of these disciplines
that will require tool, model, and conceptual collaborations.
Seminal discoveries await that will help us uncover the
full extent to which neural activity may be leveraged to
provide recovery after CNS injury, degenerative disease, and
age-related decline.
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